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According to relativity theory, a black hole is a distinct region in spacetime;

according to astronomical observations, it is a celestial body transforming

matter into high-energy jets. We propose that a black hole is, indeed, a star,

where particles transform into photons through a specific nuclear reaction,

besides radiative accretion disk processes. Our reasoning draws from statistical

physics of open quantized systems. The many-body theory describes

elementary particles comprising quanta of actions and their reactions as

conversions of matter-bound quanta into vacuum quanta. The proposed

transformation details the annihilation of neutrons into gamma rays. This

reaction, characteristic of a black hole, begins when the strength of

gravitation exceeds the strength of the strong force. Then gluons detach

from quarks and attach to surrounding high-energy quanta of the

gravitational field. Without gluons, the tightly packed neutrons cannot hold

up their SU(3) symmetry. The tetrahedral structures flatten out so that quarks of

opposite charges end up pairwise on top of each other and annihilate into rays

of light quanta as electrons and positrons do. Finally, the quanta jet out along

the black hole spinning axis, where the gravitation due to the collapsing core

gives in most. Over the eons, these episodic effluxes from a precessing

supermassive black hole amass into Fermi bubbles.
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1 Introduction

The renowned Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram displays stars’ luminosity versus

color [1]. The mass-to-light ratio for the main-sequence stars is nearly constant over seven

magnitudes in luminosity [2]. Its characteristic bands, essentially straight lines on a log-

log plot, correspond by color and temperature [3] to distinct nuclear reactions [4] where

quanta bound in matter transform into freely propagating quanta, i.e., radiation. While all

of this is well established, we draw attention to the fact that the HR diagram lacks a class of

stars, the most brilliant ones, namely black holes.

At first, it might seem strange to consider a black hole as a shining star. Per definition,

black hole gravity is too strong for photons to escape [5]. Then again, supermassive black

holes at galaxy centers emit bipolar beams of gamma and X-rays that appear to form

Fermi bubbles over the eons of emission [6,7]. These highly collimated jets with

characteristic spectral evolution emanate right from the hole. Since they cannot be

unambiguously ascribed and correlated to processes in accretion disks [8–13], we propose

that they stem from a reaction distinct to the black hole yet akin to a nuclear reaction of an

ordinary star.
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We note that while each evolutionary phase of an aging star is

powered by a distinct nuclear reaction [14], the black hole is not

associated with such a process. Instead, the black hole is

mathematized as a region of spacetime enclosed by an event

horizon [15]. While the curved spacetime is a superb continuum

model of gravitation, it is not the theory of particles and their

dissipative reactions.

As long as without direct observations and detailed

knowledge about elementary particle structures and their

transformations, it is difficult to deduce what happens to

matter in a black hole since spiraling through the event

horizon. In any case, black holes devour matter and discharge

bright beams just as stars consume matter for intense radiation.

So, it seems pertinent to propose elementary particle reactions

underlying black hole emissions.

In line with the hypothesis that the black hole is a star among

stars, gamma-ray bursts, coinciding with mergers of stellar black

holes [16,17], suggest a reaction that goes off only when a critical

density is exceeded. Also, fast radio bursts originating from

collisions of black holes and neutron stars [18] imply a

reaction having a threshold in density. Although the origin of

the hard X-ray emission is poorly understood [19], the highly

collimated and intermittent bipolar jets point at a compact source

in the core rather than the accretion disk processes [20].

Illuminatingly, neutron stars without accretion disk jet

X-rays [21].

After all, black holes are not that exceptional celestial bodies.

Their masses overlap with massive stars. Moreover, the black

hole mass versus stellar velocity dispersion in a galaxy bulge

follows a power law [22] similar to Faber–Jackson relation for

luminosity versus central stellar velocity dispersion of elliptical

galaxies [23,24], Tully-Fisher relation for mass versus intrinsic

luminosity of a spiral galaxy [25,26], the initial mass function for

a star population [27], and the relation between the surface gas

density and star formation rate [28]. Like the HR diagram’s

bands, these relationships are straight lines on log-log plots.

Since power laws are ubiquitous [29–31], not only at cosmic

[32,33] but all scales [34,35], we employ the general theory of

statistical mechanics for open quantized systems [36] and infer

that the black hole operational principle is the same as that of

other dissipative systems, i.e., the second law of thermodynamics.

The black hole packed with energy evolves in the least time

toward balance with its energy-sparse surroundings by

converting matter into light quanta. The black hole entropy

[37] is consistent with this thermodynamic tenet.

Furthermore, the black hole gravity, albeit massive, is no

different from other bodies. Only the intermittent jets instead of

continuous radiation distinguish black holes from ordinary stars.

Conversely, singularity, wormhole, event horizon, and

information loss paradox are assigned to black holes by

theory, not astronomical observations [38]. For instance, in

Feynman’s field theory, the singularity has been interpreted as

a relativistic compact object [39]. Such a relativistic star

supposedly becomes an eternally collapsing object dominated

by radiation pressure [40]. Theorizing, however fascinating,

leaves the basic empirical question open: What are black holes

made of?

Be that as it may with speculations, there is consensus that a

neutron star phase precedes the terminal black hole state in

evolutionary scenarios of a massive star. Thus, we consider a

process where neutrons break down and convert into jets of light

quanta. Besides the brilliant jets, we reason by the conservation of

quanta [41] that most photons jet out in pairs with opposite

phases [42–45]. The paired quanta without net electromagnetic

field are thus not readily detectable, as they do not couple to

charges. Nevertheless, the intense flux may manifest itself in pair

production, most notably electrons and positrons [46].

Moreover, the massive outflow of energy density causes an

increase in the refractive index, i.e., optical length [47], that

can be picked up by interferometers, especially when arriving as

waves [17]. The voluminous jets of paired quanta, the substance

of space [42,45], could account for the emergence of vast voids

along the galaxy spin axes [48] and associate with massive

outflows of matter stretching out far from galaxies into

cosmic expanses [49,50].

Furthermore, we find the conclusion that the black hole is a

star consistent with the ancient atomistic axiom. Reworded in the

modern form by Isaac Newton [51] and rephrased by Gilbert N.

Lewis in 1926 [41], it says that everything, i.e., particles and the

vacuum, comprises quanta of light. Likewise, Ludwig Boltzmann

assumed an indestructible element when deriving statistical

mechanics. Accordingly, the quantum of action as the

fundamental elemental constituent is also the basis of the

statistical physics of open systems that underlies non-

equilibrium thermodynamics for dissipative processes, such as

nuclear reactions [36,52–55].

In essence, the many-body theory describes any system, e.g., a

star, with an equation of the state that houses all its quanta. Its

time derivate, i.e., the equation of motion, is the familiar 2nd law

of thermodynamics. Its integral form, in turn, is the principle of

least action in its original, open dissipative form [56–58].

The least-action principle lays out paths of light. According

to the axiom of everything comprising light quanta [41],

consistent with empirical evidence so far, the geodesic concept

applies not only to light quanta constituting the vacuum but also

to the light quanta constituting particles [42,59,60]. Particles as

one-dimensional objects comprising strings of photons parallels

the foundational idea of string theory [61,62]. Specifically, we

show how the structures of baryons comprising strings of light

quanta suggest how nucleons pack, break down, and how their

quarks annihilate into rays of light quanta.

Although the adopted approach is unconventional among

effective theories of the day, the atomistic axiom is not

questioning modern physics. On the contrary, everything

comprising quanta renders mathematical models with tangible

substance amenable to empirical falsification. For example,
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quantum electrodynamics (QED) ascribes the anomalous

magnetic moment of the electron to vacuum fluctuations and

polarizations, but these transients within Heisenberg uncertainty

limit are beyond experimental examination. In contrast, we argue

that the electron magnetic moment is a property of the electron

structure. Accordingly, a change in the structure, for example,

from the muon to the electron, causes a change in the magnetic

moment.

In any case, the axiomatic tenet is worth examining because it

meets the criteria of a scientific theory. Namely, the photon being

the indestructible, elemental constituent of everything is a

concise, coherent, and broadly applicable axiom. It could be

falsified in a straightforward manner. But so far, no photon, as a

massless particle, has been found to split, decay, appear out of

nothing, or disappear into nothingness. Thus, the photon

conservation [41] has withstood the test of time. It has not

been negated empirically. However, this state of affairs should

not be confused with creating and annihilating photons in

quantum field theory using mathematical operators. So, we

are not questioning mathematical formalism of modern

physics but rather specifying the physical substance that is

subject to the theorizing and modeling.

Finally, we acknowledge that our proposal of the black hole

having an active core, similar to an ordinary star, at the place of a

mathematical singularity is not exactly original [63]. And our

proposal of nucleons transforming into photon gas is not new

either [64].

2 Baryon structure

Considering that all known constituents of matter transform

by either emitting or absorbing quanta [65], and that annihilation

produces photons, and that pair production converts photons to

particles, the quantum of light could be the fundamental

elemental constituent. The axiom is justified as the quantum

of action, having energy, E, on its period, t, measures an invariant,

Planck’s constant, h = Et.

This postulate of everything, i.e., particles and the vacuum,

comprising light quanta [41] is also motivated theoretically

[42,43,45,58–60,66]. For example, arguments that the electron

spin andmagnetic moment are generated by a circulatory motion

of quanta along a helical coil, known as Zitterbewegung, follow

from geometric analyses of solutions to the Dirac equation

[59,67,68]. However, the analyses do not determine how many

light quanta make up the spin-½ particle. Likewise, string theory,

while associating the vibrational state of a string to the properties

of a particle, does not explicitly define the string’s resonant shape

[69]. In contrast, we detail the particle as a string of photons

whose form determines the particle properties.

Theoretically speaking, a particle is the excited state of a

quantum field. Accordingly, we associate the field of quanta with

a particle in the same way as the electric field made of photons is

associated with the charge of a particle. In other words, the field is

the particle’s effect on the surrounding vacuum quanta. The

thermodynamic balance between the particle and its field ensures

that the particle view and the field view are equivalent in

accordance with wave-particle duality. Expressly, the

gravitational field mirrors the particle’s geodesic curvature,

i.e., mass, the electric field corresponds to the particle’s

chirality, i.e., charge, and the magnetic field to the particle’s

helicity, i.e., spin [59,70]. This view of a particle as a geodesic

comprising light quanta is in line with theory [66] and

measurements [71]. Thus, the elementary particles can be

understood as Ampèrian current loops of photons.

We first work out the structure of the electron as a string of

photons and then the down quark having 1/3 fraction of the

electron charge and the up quark having 2/3 fraction of the

positron charge.

The key to the electron structure is the fine structure

constant, α = e2Zo/4πZ. It is the ratio between two actions: the

electron action, e2Zo/4π, where e is the electron charge and

Zo = 1/ϵoc is the impedance of free space of permittivity, ϵo,
and the neutrino action, Z = h/2π, which is the quantum of

action in the form of a simple loop. As implied by its unit Js,

the action is a geometric concept defining a path, x,

with momentum, p, that relate to a period, t, with energy,

E. So, we proceed to deduce from α what the electron looks

like as a path comprising quanta of actions, i.e., a string of

photons.

According to the principle of least action [72,73], the electron

(e−) is a stationary action. Its quanta of actions form an optimal

path, a geodesic of constant angular momentum, dtL = 0. When

on a chiral path, the circulating density, ρ gives rise to the charge,

e = ρx, and magnetic moment, μe. Conversely, when on the path

of opposite handedness, the circulating density gives rise to the

opposite charge and magnetic moment corresponding to the

positron (e+).

FIGURE 1
Torus model of the electron comprising 138 quanta. The tiny
arrow of each quantum indicates the sense of circulation
(Illustration by Mathematica).
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The vacuum quanta surrounding the particle adapt to the

Noetherian current density, ρdtx, on its chiral path, x, by taking the

form of an electric field, E. According to Gauss’ law, the field density

integrates toaconstantL=∫2Kdt=∫∫ρE ·dxdt=e2/4πϵoc=e2Zo/4π=
αZ. Inthisway, thefinestructureconstantisunderstoodgeometrically

as the ratiobetweenthegeodesic that formstheelectronandthesingle

quantum of action, Z, in the form of a loop (Figure 1).

As outlined by André-Marie Ampère [74] and reverberated

by Alfred Parson [75] and Arthur Compton [76,77], the electron

comprises loops in the form of a helical torus (Figure 1) that

accounts for its charge, magnetic moment and mass [42,60].

The toroidal path can be parameterized in terms of the major

radius, R, and the minor radius, r,

x t( ) � cos t( ) R + r cos nt( )[ ]
y t( ) � sin t( ) R + r cos nt( )[ ]
z t( ) � r sin nt( ).

(1)

The torus of n loops is of the length 2πrn
������������
1 + [(R/r)/n]2

√
. The

excellent approximation, 1/α ≈ 137
�����������
1 + (π/137)2

√
≈ 137.036,

where 1/α is the hypotenuse of a right triangle with catheti π
and 137, suggests, by having the same form, that the electron
torus has 137 loops comprising 138 quanta. There is one
quantum over the number of loops because each loop with
pitch is slightly longer than the planar loop quantum, Z. In
other words, the helical torus is slightly longer than an equivalent
ring array of stacked loop quanta. Also, by the Taniyama-
Shimura conjecture, every elliptic curve is modular with an
integral number of constituents [78,79]. We emphasize that
we did not derive α from numerological arguments [80] but
only expressed the torus in mathematical terms.

It is worth recalling that the point-like electron postulate is

subject to a caveat. As researchers concluded from their

measurements: “If the electron is a composite particle, its

constituents are strongly bound, giving the electron the observed

point-like quality at experimentally accessible energies.” [81] Thus,

there isnocompellingexperimentalevidencethattheelectronwould

be a point-like particle without internal structure. The electron’s

physical properties and transformations in reactions suggest the

contrary. The electron constituents, the quanta in their tight helical

coil, are strongly bound to one another like the strongly bound

quarks.Still, theelectronisnotanunbreakableelementalconstituent

as its annihilation with the positron and its transformations in

nuclear reactions prove.

The particle properties, most notably charge (1), magnetic

moment (2), and mass (3), are not independent but related,

reflecting different characteristics of the same geodesic.

(1) The magnitude and sign of the charge, e−, stem from the

torus winding number and handedness. The torus of a fixed

number of quanta is a closed curve, γ, with a characteristic

topological quantum number, ∮γdθ, that integrates the polar

coordinate, θ, over γ.

(2) The electronmagnetic moment, μe = ∫r × ρvdr = er × p/2me =

eL/2me, integrates the torus action [43]. Customarily, its

magnitude, μe ≈ μB(1 + α/2π), is mathematically

decomposed into the Bohr magneton, μB = eZ/2me, due to

the primary circulation at the major radius, R, and the

anomalous moment, μBα/2π, due to the secondary

circulation at the minor radius, r. While the anomalous

part can be computed very precisely through a QED series

expansion of the fine structure constant, here we make sense

the electron magnetic moment in terms of the electron

structure as a curve comprising photons.

(3) The mass is proportional to the Euler characteristic of the

particle’s geodesic, 2πχ = ∫kgdx, similarly to the Gauss-

Bonnet theorem, where the geodesic curvature, kg = n ·
(x9 × x99)/|x9|3, is the projection of the action’s path, x, onto

the vacuum, i.e., the universal surroundings defined by the

normal, n, [82]. Thus, the mass depends on both the particle

structure and the vacuum structure. In the flat free space, the

electron mass is small because integrating kg over x, the

curvatures on the opposite sides of the torus cancel out each

other, apart from the helical pitch. Likewise, in graphene, for

example, having a band structure with vanishing densities,

the electron effective mass is extraordinarily low, and

conversely, high in heavy fermion materials.

As the charges of quarks are fractions of the electron and

positron charges, we reason that the quarks are arcs of the

electron and positron tori because charge is an additive

physical quantity. The down quark comprises 46 quanta to

generate 1/3 of the electron charge. Likewise, the up quark

comprises 92 quanta to generate 2/3 of the positron charge.

This stoichiometry is in agreement, for instance, with the

Feynman diagram of electron capture.

The gluon, the gauge boson of the strong force, is similar to the

photon, the gauge boson of the electromagnetic force. As a single,

indivisible quantum of action, also the gluon measures h. However,

the Standard Model of particle physics assigns color charge to the

gluon thereby differentiating it from a short wavelength photon. This

3-valued hidden quantumnumber distinguishes the quark and gluon

states in hadrons. But knowing the particle structures as signed

geodesics of quanta, the undetectable color-labeling is redundant.

The geodesic’s sense of circulation defines the order of gluons and

quarks in a particle and distinguishes similar constituents from each

other. For example, in the neutron, one down quark is before the up

quark and the other after (Figure 2).

Most importantly, charges, magnetic moments, and masses

as line integrals computed from the quantized geodesics, most

notably those of proton, neutron, and electron, comply with

measurements [42–44,58,60]. For example, these Ampèrian

loops explain why the moments, calculated as sums of the

constituent quarks, agree so well with measurements [83].

Three quarks as arcs of tori, when linked via gluons,

i.e., short-wavelength photons, cannot but coordinate at three
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tetrahedron faces to form a closed, stable structure. The

symmetry of the closed geodesic complies with SU(3) of

baryons (Figure 2).

Moreover, we expect that under extreme pressure, two

neutron structures pack interlaced and form a dibaryon

[84,85]. The formation of neutron dimers would fuse two

down quarks together to from an up antiquark (Figure 2).

These preliminaries provide us with premises, i.e., particle

structures and the conservation law of quanta, to examine

neutron packing, breakdown, and transformation into

radiation in the black hole.

3 Baryon breakdown

Theoretically speaking, when the mass of a star exceeds the

Tolman–Oppenheimer–Volkoff limit, the quantum degeneracy

pressure of neutrons is insufficient to prevent the star from

collapsing because particles break down [86,87]. Contrariwise,

a star that is not quite massive enough to collapse into a black

hole will end up being a neutron star [88].

Thus, we argue that 1) all matter spiraling into a black hole

first transforms into neutrons, e.g., through electron capture, 2)

then the black hole gravity is strong enough to break neutrons, 3)

so that quarks of opposite charge annihilate into quanta of light

4) and finally jet out along the black hole spinning axis where the

gravity of the collapsing core gives in most.

The truncated tetrahedron structure (Figure 2) suggests that

in a compact star neutrons pack tightly into a truncated-

tetrahedron lattice (Figure 3) [89,90]. The packing,

minimizing the net dipole moment, clues us in to the core

collapse and transformation of neutrons into rays of photons

(Figure 4).

The neutron neutrality suggests that two neutrons

decompose each other into rays of quanta when each up

quark coordinates face-to-face with two down quarks,

similarly to the tori of the electron and the positron aligning

face-to-face in annihilation. Indeed, when the tightly packed

neutrons in the truncated tetrahedral lattice flatten to planes, the

quarks of adjacent layers cannot but juxtapose.

It is worth emphasizing that while the electron as a particle

and the positron as an antiparticle annihilate each other, any

structure and its mirror-image structure likewise decompose

each other into rays of light quanta, i.e., annihilate.

Specifically, along this line of reasoning, two down quarks

when merged together is equivalent to the up antiquark.

FIGURE 2
(A)Model of the neutron. The up quark (u) comprising 92 quanta is a2/3 arc of the full torus (the positron) comprising 138 quanta. Accordingly,
each of the two down quarks (D) comprising 46 quanta is a1/3 arc of the full torus of opposite handedness (the electron). The quarks cannot but
coordinate in tetrahedral symmetry when connected via gluons (g), i.e., short-wavelength photons. The neutron is a closed, signed geodesic, i.e., a
least-action pathwith a sense of circulation. (B)Model of two neutrons in the doubly compact configuration of a dibaryon. Under high pressure,
the consecutive down quarks may bud out the gluon and fuse into up antiquark (Illustrations by Mathematica).

FIGURE 3
Tightly packed truncated tetrahedrons fill space almost
completely (Illustration: Ferkel-commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.
php?curid=21480183).
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The baryon breakdown, i.e., the collapse from the tetrahedral

to planar quark coordination, occurs first when the enormous

black hole gravity becomes comparable in strength to the strong

interaction, i.e., the gluon energy. Then there is no energy

difference preventing the gluons from disconnecting from

quarks and connecting to the surrounding high-energy quanta

embodying the immense gravitation.

The ratio of the electrostatic and gravitational fields,

α

αG
� e2

4πϵor
/Gm2

e

r
, (2)

given in terms of the electronmass,me, yields through α ≈ 1/137.036

the ratio of the strong force to gravity, 1/αG ≈ 5.71 · 1044. Thus, the
critical mass density, ρc, for the neutron to break downmust be 1/αG
times higher than the average mass density, ρM, of the universe [3].

The energy balance, Mc2 = GM2/R, between all mass, M, and

its gravitational potential [91,92],

M � ∫R

0
ρM4πR

2dR � ∫R

0

1
4πGt2

4πR2dR � c2R

G
, (3)

gives an estimate for the mass density, ρM = 1/4πGt2 ≈ 0.6 ·
10−26 kg/m3, of the universe of radius, R = ct, and age of, t = 1/H ≈
13.8 billion years, from the inverse of the Hubble parameter, H,

inferred from the speeds of receding galaxies [3]. Thus, the

critical mass density for the neutron breakdown is ρc = ρM/αG
≈ 3.3 · 1018 kg/m3.

Assuming that in a neutron star, the neutrons are packed as

tightly as in the atomic nucleus, that pressure, equivalent to the

mass density 1017 kg/m3, is thus not enough to break the

neutron’s tetrahedral structure (Figure 2). The critical mass

density, ρc, is exceeded first in a big enough black hole.

When the gluon is excised from a quark, the baryon geodesic

opens up, becoming a reactive boson that cannot hold up against

the huge gravity but flattens down to planar three-quark

coordination (Figure 4). We expect the collapse from the

FIGURE 4
(A)When gravity outstrips the strong force in the black hole core, the tightly packed truncated-pyramid structures of neutrons (n) open and (B)
flatten into the layers of quarks. Since the up quarks (u, red) and the down quarks (d, blue) of the adjacent layers align on top of each other (C), the arcs
of the tori with opposite handedness discharge, i.e., annihilate, into waves of paired quanta that jet out from above and below the planes where
curvature, i.e., gravitation, is least (Illustrations by Mathematica).
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tetrahedral to planar coordination to propagate rapidly over the

lattice because the annihilation of quarks increases the

surrounding high-energy photon density, catalyzing the gluon

detachment. In other words, the proposed mechanism entails a

chain reaction analogous to fission.

Annihilation of a particle with its antiparticle, e.g., the

electron with the positron, unwinds matter-bound quanta to

the quanta of the void. When matter, like anti-matter, is

understood to comprise quanta of actions, it is apparent from

the chiral symmetry of right- and left-handed toroidal coils that

the quanta emerge from the annihilation in pairs where the two

photons have opposite phases (Figure 5). These compound

quanta without a net electromagnetic field easily escape

detection [42,43,45,58,60].

Reactions, where the up quark and two down quarks stack face-

to-face (Figure 4) and annihilate (Figure 5), output paired photons

along the black hole spinning axis because, after the core collapse,

there the curvature, i.e., gravitation, is least [93,94] (Figure 6). The

bipolar rays of paired photons with energy density but without

electromagnetic fields are part of space. Theoretically speaking, they

are perturbations of spacetime and could be detected accordingly. For

example, the black hole jets, dense in paired photons, ought to act as

gravitational lenses. Likewise, our reasoning implying that voids

emerge mostly along the spin axes of galaxies housing

supermassive black holes could be tested through statistical analyses.

Our conclusion about annihilation as a transformation from

bound to free quanta is consistent with the reverse reaction, the

pair production, where a particle and its antiparticle materialize

from the vacuum. When quanta embody both the particles and

the vacuum, we predict that the vacuum energy density, ρ = c2/

4πGt2 ≈ 0.6 nJ/m3, cannot but be in thermodynamic balance with

the gravity of all matter in the universe of age, t [91,92]. By the

same token, the vacuum permittivity, ϵo, and permeability, μo, as

well as impedance, Zo, set the speed of light, c2 = 1/ϵoμo. As
envisioned long ago, the vacuum as a physical substance,

embodying the photons paired and unpaired in agreement

with Bose-Einstein statistics [45], mediates both gravitation

and electromagnetism [95].

Along with the paired rays of uncoiled quanta, the readily

detectable unpaired photons jet out as well. These high-energy

photons are, for example, detached gluons, however redshifted

due to the enormous gravity. After the abrupt outburst, we expect

the jet to shift down in frequency and dwindle down in volume as

the black hole regains a spheroidal shape and gravitation

restrengthens along the spinning axis. Our reasoning about

the jet spectral evolution could also be judged against

observations.

As we understand, emissions over the eons from a precessing

black hole give rise to the Fermi bubbles, the huge bulbs above

and below the galactic plane filled with gamma rays. Moreover,

we expect the high-energy jets, akin to high-energy cosmic rays,

to produce pairs of particles and antiparticles from the quanta

embodying the vacuum.

Since the spectrum of the Fermi bubbles is very high in

energy, the radiation could stem from hadrons [96,97].

Specifically, it could originate from the flattened, dis-

integrating neutrons because, in the bubbles, the number of

photons decreases inversely proportional to the energy

squared, characteristic of a planar source. By contrast, the

number of photons around spherical sources, such as ordinary

stars, decreases in inverse proportion to the cube of the energy.

4 Baryon conversion

To substantiate the proposed black hole reaction (Figure 4),

we also describe the transformation, p+ + e− → n + ]e, from
protons (p+) and electrons (e−) into neutrons (n) (Figure 7). This

details how matter converts into neutrons in the first place.

The electron capture reaction begins when a neutrino (]e) is
excised from an electron, i.e., e− → W− + ]e, near a proton. The
resulting W− boson and one of the proton up quarks annihilate

into a train of paired quanta (Figure 7). The reaction consumes

FIGURE 5
Close-up of quark segments of opposite chirality (blue and
red coils) unwinding, i.e., annihilating into a ray of co-propagating
photons with opposite phases (blue and red waves). As the emitted
pairs of photons are without net electromagnetic fields, they
are detectable only through their energy density relative to the
surrounding vacuum density, e.g., through interference effects.

FIGURE 6
(A) A spinning black hole, an oblate body, deforms into (B) a
doughnut shape with polar dimplings when neutrons collapse at
its core. Decreasing gravity, equivalent to decreasing curvature,
opens up paths along the spinning axis for photons to jet out
(black paired waves) (Illustrations by Mathematica).
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the up quark entirely and terminates with the remainder of W−, a
1/3-arc, i.e., a down quark. The down quark closes via a gluon the

rest of the geodesic comprising the intact up and down quarks to

the neutron structure.

The elementary particle structures comprising quantized

geodesics render their reactions resembling chemical reactions.

Stoichiometry stems from the conservation of quanta.

Analogously, the stoichiometry of chemical reactions follows

from the conservation of atoms that holds under those conditions.

5 The vacuum structure

The proposed reaction, 2×n→ 2×(up quark + 2×down quark

+ 3g) → 2 × (184γ + 3g), transforms neutrons (n) to huge

amounts of photons (γ) including gluons (g) (Figure 4). Thus, not

only the photon density but also its structure is of interest.

While general relativity is an excellent mathematical model

of the quanta confined in the black hole gravity, the

geometrization is tacit about the physical structure of the

vacuum that embodies gravitation.

First of all, the vacuum has a structure because its spectrum,

the black body radiation, is not arbitrary or formless but has the

characteristic shape of Planck’s radiation law. When deriving it,

S. N. Bose considered the combinations of a large number of

photons, ni, over all photons, n, occupying an energy level, εi,

relative to the average energy, kBT. The number of ways, in-phase

and antiphase, the photons distribute among numerous rays

(Figure 8), degenerate in energy, gi, is the product of ni
combinations of ni + 2gi − 1 elements

W�∏
i

ni +2gi −1( )!
ni! 2gi −1( )! exp −niεi

kBT
( )≈ ∏

i

ni +2gi( )!
ni!2gi!

exp
−niεi
kBT

( ).
(4)

After applying Stirling’s approximation, the logarithm

lnW � ∑
i

ni + 2gi( )ln ni + 2gi( ) − ni ln ni − 2gi ln 2gi
−niεi
kBT

(5)

can be differentiated to obtain the most probable, i.e., stationary-

state partition,

d lnW
dt

� ∑
i

d lnW
dni

dni
dt

� ∑
i

dni
dt

ln
ni + 2gi

ni
− εi
kBT

( ) � 0, (6)

to see that the quanta distribute according to the Bose-Einstein

statistics,

ni � 2gi

e εi/kBT − 1
. (7)

Thus, the paired-photon vacuum reproduces Planck’s law of

radiation. However, the optimal occupancy (Eq. 7) derives

from the physical principle of increasing entropy instead of

imposing constraints, N = ∑ini and E = ∑iεini, as Lagrange

multipliers.

As Bose wrote to Einstein [98], it is enough to assume that the

ultimate elementary region in the phase-space has the content h3,

the volume by the photon measure, h, to deduce from the Bose-

Einstein statistics that the vacuum comprises rays of paired

photons (Figure 8).

In line with Planck’s law, the pairs open up with increasing

temperature, and conversely, the photons pair up with decreasing

temperature. And in line with vacuum polarization, the photon

pairs open up to counteract imposed electric field. Likewise, as

Maxwell realized, displacement current demonstrates that the

vacuum has physical substance. Moreover, the paired-photon

vacuum responds to an accelerating charge by unpairing and

radiating photons.

Moreover, we note that the vacuum comprising quanta of

light can be modeled with the mean-energy density photon wave

function,

FIGURE 7
(A) An electron (e−) next to a proton (p+), loses a single quantum, a neutrino, and opens up becoming a highly reactive W− boson, (B) that
annihilates with the up quark (u). The bound quanta discharge into the vacuum as pairs of photons of opposite phases (red and blue wavy arrows). (C)
The up quark dissolves totally. The remainder of theW− boson, the 1/3-arc, is a down quark (D) that closes via gluon to form a neutron (n) (Illustrations
by Mathematica).
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ψ r, t( ) � ∫ ��
E

√
dp

h3/2
γ p, t( )eip·r/h, (8)

where the integral is over the photon probability amplitudes, γ, of

momentum, p, and energy, E, in the unit volume, h3. Since the

massless photon does not localize, the dependence on the

position, r, is formal [99,100].

A wave packet of the vacuum wave functions represents

perturbations that a particle imposes on the vacuum. The wave

packet obeys the Schrödinger equation and disperses because the

particle with mass couples to the vacuum. In contrast, a photon

as part of the vacuum (Figure 8) abides by the dispersionless wave

equation. In other words, without the physical vacuum particles

would not have mass as without the Higgs field. In this sense, the

paired-photon boson resembles the Higgs boson. However, the

massless photon does not decay, whereas the massive Higgs

boson is short-lived.

The vacuum spectrum is the background reference.

Additional spectral lines relate to characteristic sources. For

example, helium was found in 1868 in the spectrum of the

Sun. Likewise, the spectra of jets disclose characteristics of

compact sources [101].

Since Planck’s law gives through the Stefan-Boltzmann law,

j = σT4, the total radiated power per unit surface area of a body at

temperature, T, thermodynamics is at hands for a black hole

comprising photon gas at gluon wavelength, λ. The total energy,

Moc
2, of a black hole with mass, Mo, within the radius, ro, is

related to its gravitational potential by

Moc
2 � GM2

o

ro
5c2ro � GMo. (9)

The surface area, A � 4πr2o, is proportional to the black hole

entropy, S ∝ A/λ2, where the gluon’s physical wavelength, λ,

rather than the theoretical Planck length, LP =GZ/c3, prevents the

gravitational compression from proceeding to the renowned but

aphysical singularity.

6 The substance of gravitation

Thinking that the paired-photon strings form the fabric of

space, their density gradients are gravitational fields

[47,91,102–104]. This substance of space seeks

thermodynamic balance in the least time. From this

viewpoint, the Lorenz gauge is not just a gimmick to deal

with mathematical redundancy in the field variables, but a

continuity condition that equates flows of density with

changes in density. Thus, the bodies coupled by their masses

to the moving vacuum move along geodesics. Conversely, an

orbit is closed at a stationary state, where the influxes and effluxes

of gravitons tally.

So, it is not that bodies would attract each other. Instead,

they couple to the vacuum in motion toward thermodynamic

balance. Nearby bodies move toward each other as the paired

photons between them move to the greater, sparser universe.

Conversely, distant galaxies move apart because more space

comes in between from the greater universe’s numerous

nuclear reactions where matter transforms into paired

photons.

At a stationary state, influx and efflux of quantized space

tally. This zero-velocity radius, ro = GMo/c
2, at a distance of about

4 million light-years, relates to R = GM/c2 as Mo of the Local

Group relates to M of the universe [105–107]. Likewise, the

kinetic energy, mv2, of an orbiter of mass, m, and velocity, v,

balances gravitational potential energy, GmM⊙/r, at a distance, r,

due to a central mass, M⊙, as by Kepler’s third law. Accordingly,

galaxies rotate and move subject to the local and universal

gravitation of all ordinary matter [55].

FIGURE 8
The vacuum comprises numerous rays of photons (blue-red waves) with energies, i.e., frequencies or wavelengths that distribute according to
the Bose-Einstein statistics. The paired photons cannot be seen as light, but their coupling to the matter, known as mass, is sensed as inertia and
gravitation. The unpaired, odd quanta in the rays (blue or red) are visible. Their coupling to matter manifests itself as electromagnetism.
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Transformations of matter-bound quanta into quanta of

space inevitably cause expansion at the rate H = 1/t that

decreases as dtH = −1/t2 [52] because quanta carry energy on

their periods of time [108]. In other words, time is not an abstract

concept but as physical of an attribute as energy. In contrast, the

metric expansion, ds2 = −c2dt2 + a2dx2, is a parametric model,

tunable by the scale factor, a(t), to match the physical process.

Since the photon does not decay, it qualifies as the ground-

state substance of space. In line with theory of gravitation, the

photon pair, propagating at the speed of light, is its own

antiparticle with twofold symmetry. So, as we see it, the

paired photon, a massless spin-2 particle, is indistinguishable

from the theorized carrier of gravitation [109]. Correspondingly,

the photon, a massless spin-1 particle, is the carrier of

electromagnetism. Moreover, gravitation and electro-

magnetism cannot but share the same 1/r-form when the

photon-embodied vacuum as a relativistic substance mediates

both forces [45], as was thought already early on [95].

While our portrayal of the vacuum as a paired-quantum

substance may not meet expectations of amalgamating quantum

theory and general relativity, it complies with observations. The

Michelson-Morley experiment [110] rejected a light-carrying

medium, not a light-embodying medium. The proposed

paired-photon vacuum also makes sense of the classical

experiments of Arago [111], Fizeau [112], Trouton and Noble

[113], and Sagnac [114], and modern measurements named after

Casimir [115], and Aharonov and Bohm [116,117]. Revealingly,

the dynamic Casimir effect yields photons out of the vacuum two

by two at a time [118].

7 Black hole merger

For the sake of theoretical consistency, we analyze the

spiraling of two bodies down to the merger along the least-

time path, i.e., geodesic, using the same general, scale-free

principle of least action applied above in inferring the particle

structures as geodesics and motions of bodies along geodesics.

Along the spiral, the change in kinetic energy, 2K, equals the

gradient in the potential energy, U, and dissipation, dtQ,

dt2K � −v · ∇U + idtQ, (10)
where the prefactor, i, is used to distinguish the vector potential

(radiation) from the scalar potential (gravitation) [52]. When the

dissipative part of the total potential is denoted by i, the time-

dependent equation can be solved formally, for example, to give

the expected lifetime of a decaying particle [119]. Due to the

dissipative decay, the system moves from one state to another.

Conversely, when the dissipation vanishes, the system arrives at a

stationary state, given by the virial theorem, 2K + U = 0, where

the total potential has only the real part, U, because energy is

conserved.

While gravitational waves are customarily modeled

mathematically as ripples in spacetime [120], they can be

regarded physically through Eq. 10 as energy density waves

embodied by the paired photons, i.e., gravitons [45]. When

the density wave strikes an interferometer, variation in the

index of refraction is detected. Rather than the arms shrinking

and stretching, the optical length varies as it does in ordinary

interferometry.

As Einstein thought early on [91,121], the refractive index of

free space, the background reference, n = 1, is determined by the

total mass, M, of the universe. Thus, when the light quantum of

frequency, f, and energy, Q = hf, moves from the universal

gravitational potential of free space to the local gravitational

potential, U, at a distance, r, from a local mass,Mo, the change in

kinetic energy balances the changes in U and Q. At any given

moment, the balance (Eq. 10),

d

dt
mv2 � − d

dt

GmMo

r
+ d

dt
mc2 |: c2 0

c2

v2

� 1 − GMo

c2r
( )−1

≈ 1 + GMo

c2r
, (11)

means that the photon velocity, v, near the body is lower than the

free space speed, c, where the photon free-space energy, hf =mc2,

is given in terms of mass, m [52]. Also, temporal variation in the

vacuum density, as concomitant variation in the speed of light

can be detected, for example, by an interferometer.

The varying efflux of energy density originating from two

orbiting bodies spiraling down to the merger is picked up as a

chirp signal by a sensitive interferometer. The rate of change, dtω,

of the angular velocity, ω, can be calculated up to high orders by

post-Newtonian formalism. Here, only for the sake of

consistency, we derive the established mathematical form of

the chirp from the same principle of least action that was

used above.

To an excellent approximation, the binary’s path of free

energy consumption (Eq. 10) in the gravitational potential

follows a logarithmic spiral [35]. Along this least-time path,

the angle, ϕ, between the tangent and radial line at any point, (r,

ωt), is a constant of the orbital evolution at the rate, ω, over the

period, t.

For simplicity, we consider an equal-mass binary, i.e., m1 =

m2 =m, and denote their sum byM =m1 +m2 = 2m, and product

by m1m2 = m2. In the familiar case without dissipation, dQ =

dmc2 = 0, the angle is arctan(dQ/dU) = ϕ = π/2, and the closed,

stationary orbit of a semimajor axis, r, is defined by the conserved

gravitational potential,U =Gm2/r. Conversely, in the general case

with dissipation, the angle of the logarithmic spiral, arctan(dQ/

dU) = ϕ, is also a constant but ≠ π/2. Thus, the semimajor axis of a

logarithmic spiral dissipating one quantum at a time can be

written as

r∝ exp −ωt
ϕ

( ) � exp −dU
dQ

ωt( ) � exp −Gm
rc2

ωt( ), (12)
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where c2 is the squared speed of light. When ϕ is a constant, the

time derivate,

dr

dt
� −Gm

c2
ω, (13)

as well as Kepler’s third law for the binary, r3ω2 = GM, can be

used to express the chirp,

dω

dt
� −GM

c3t

dω

dr

dr

dt
� 3 GM( )5/2

8πc5r5/2
ω2 � 3 GM( )5/3

8πc5
ω11/3, (14)

where the amplitude of the density wave has damped down by

the factor,GM/c3t, at a distance, d = ct = 2πc/ω, and also shifted to

red as much as the universe has been expanding and diluting in

density [52,122]. Thus, the principle of least action reproduces

the chirp waveform (Eq. 14) [123].

8 Discussion

The proposed black hole reaction transforming neutrons into

high-energy jets raises some obvious questions. First (1), is the

black-hole gravitational energy density enough to rival the strong

force? Second (2), how can the paired photon efflux escape the

immense gravity? Third (3), how can the proposal be falsified?

Fourth (4), how does the proposal relate to the StandardModel of

particle physics and of cosmology?

(1) First, we conclude that the gravity of a black hole,

equivalent to several tens of solar masses, is indeed

enough to break baryons. The ratio between the strong

force and the gravitational coupling constant, 1/αG �
e2/4πϵoGm2

e � 5.71 · 1044 [124], over 44 orders of

magnitude, provides an estimate for the critical

density, ρc, for the baryon breakdown. Since the

neutron star mass density, 1017 kg/m3, is some

43 orders higher than that of the universal mass

density, 10−26 kg/m3 [3], one or two orders of

magnitude more ought to be enough to trigger the

proposed process above ρc.

This estimate is consistent with the formation of non-

hadronic medium [125,126]. It also complies with current

comprehension of the density in stellar black holes whose

masses range from few to several tens of solar masses [127].

The same estimate for the critical mass for the baryon breakdown

follows from assuming that a gamma-ray burst along with

gravitational waves came from the merger of two stellar black

holes [17]. In general, gravitational waves are expected to

coincide with the most luminous rays that could possibly

emerge from the most energetic constituents of matter.

(2) Second, we reason that indeed light quanta can escape from a

black hole as highly collimated jets because the gravitation

decreases substantially and sharply along the spinning axis

when the black hole morphs from an oblate spinning

spheroid into a doughnut shape [94]. The curvature ends

up of being least along the spinning axis because the

proposed reaction collapses the core of tetrahedral

neutron lattice into planes of quarks (Figure 5).

Moreover, gravity plummets because mass decreases. As

Euler understood, mass is a geometric characteristic, the

signed geodesic curvature [82, 83]. Thus, the three quarks of

the neutron, when forced from the tetrahedral coordination

down to the plane, have a mass of only about 4/3me, where

me is the electron mass [42,43,45,58–60]. Since the mass per

particle decreases dramatically due to the baryon breakdown,

i.e., more than a thousandfold, the photons can beam out along

the spinning axis.

We also propose that the spectral evolution of a jet [129-130]

reports from changes in the core rather than on the disk. We

interpret an outburst followed by a decay in frequency so that

first the gravitation plummets along the spinning axis as baryons

break down abruptly and photons shoot out as X-rays. But soon,

the photon frequencies shift more and more to red because

gravity recovers as the black hole regains a spheroidal shape. We

expect a power-law slope of the flux versus frequency because the

power law is typical of a least-time process. Accordingly, a change

in the slope implies a change from one mechanism to

another [35].

Furthermore, assuming that the chain reaction consumes

matter and light much faster than the accretion disk fuels quanta,

the powerful reaction will cease from time to time for refueling.

This conclusion about a pulsed activity also seems motivated for

the supermassive black hole whose density peaks above the

critical value only at its core [127]. However, even in that

case, it may still take massively annihilated matter before the

gravity along the spinning axis gives in for the photons to jet out.

Thus, our proposal is in line with outbursts correlating with

stellar black accretion disk dynamics and those of supermassive

black holes.

(3) Third, our proposal is falsifiable. It would be false if

experiments proved that particles or antiparticles are not

made of light quanta or that the photon is not indivisible or

indestructible. The tenet would be incorrect quantitatively if

the transformation from neutrons to photons differed from

the proposed stoichiometry or if the reaction would go off

below the estimated critical density of a black hole of several

tens of solar masses.

Furthermore, our proposal would be wrong if it were

observed that space does not stem from matter transforming

into paired rays of light quanta. This would mean, for example,

that the cosmological constant would depart from the flatness, Λ
≡ H2/c2 = 4πGρc/c4 = 1/R2, where the energy density of the
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universe is precisely the critical ρc to cause expansion at the

Hubble rate H ≡ 1/t decreasing dtH = −1/t2 with time, t, as the

universe of radius, R = ct, ages. Although this statement

contradicts the inference about an accelerated expansion

powered by dark energy Riess et al., 1998, it complies with

empirical evidence [52]. As quanta bound in matter transform

into the vacuum quanta, the total energy density, ρ = c2/4πGt2,
decreases with time, t. So, also the angular size of an object

decreases as θ ∝ 1/t [54]. In contrast, the angular size redshift

relation is non-monotonous in the ΛCDM cosmology. Objects

ever further away than the redshift z > 1.25 appear peculiarly as if

ever larger but this is contrary to observations 132.

Thinking that the jets produce particles and antiparticles,

and high-energy particles, i.e., cosmic rays, in turn generate

secondary particles and photons 133, we find it consistent

with our proposal that the black hole in the galactic center

has been inferred to power fluxes of the most energetic

particles [134]. These observations comply with interpreting

the cosmic ray spectrum by the principle of least action [107].

As we are aware, the proposed reaction powering black hole

emissions complies with observations so far. For the future, our

proposal provides predictions and possibilities for falsification

beyond black hole observations as it also outlines elementary

particle structures and reactions and correlates the dispersion

of galaxies and voids and entails that the universe evolves

as flat.

(4) Fourth, our proposal compares to familiar forms of physics by

expressing the variational principle of least action, So ≡∫p ·dq.
However, the conjugate momenta p of the generalized

coordinates q are understood as properties of the quanta

rather than mere parameters of optimization. This tangible

stance embodies gravitation with paired photons rather than

geometrizes it. Consequently, when density cannot exceed

baryon breakdown, black hole singularity is not an issue.

Likewise, rather than theorizing radiation, e.g., Hawking

radiation, from the geometrized gravitation, we propose

physical processes that cause the propagation of light

quanta. Also, in line with quantum field theory, the

neutron field, for instance, corresponds to the vacuum

characteristics around the neutron. So, our proposal

embodies theoretical concepts with substance for them to

be falsifiable.

All in all, our view of the black hole as a star is not a stray

remark. The general least-action principle [35,36] also accounts

for galaxy rotation and velocity dispersion and for bending and

propagation of light without dark matter and dark energy

parameters [52–55]. Thus, the holistic insight placing

everything on the same axiomatic footing cannot but

recognize the black hole as a star among stars.
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